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--tps v6 build.zip The build.zip file has a file named benchmark_test, this runs with the python script test_benchmark.py to execute all benchmarks for all tps versions. When I run the build on Linux, the script works, it generates the zipped file, which has all the data for the different tps versions. When I run the build on windows, the script stops working for every version. It starts with the first line and stops with a syntax error in a different line. The error is: Traceback (most
recent call last): File "./build.py", line 111, in benchmark_test() File "./build.py", line 104, in benchmark_test setup_2d(title, num_batches, batch_size, num_processes) File "./build.py", line 55, in setup_2d data_dir = os.path.join(benchmark_test_data_dir, tps, prefix) File "/usr/lib/python3.4/os.py", line 625, in join pieces = map(join, parts) ValueError: need more than 1 value to unpack I tried with and without the data_dir, without changing the Python version and with the
same setup for windows. I also tried with and without the username, which are both default, and with the full path to the directory that has the script. I also tried to change the script to only look for test_benchmark.py and test_benchmark.zip, but I still get the same problem. A: Your code should not use os.path.join, since you want to determine the directory from within the script. There is a handy function called os.path.dirname that will give you the directory name, without
the trailing slash. So, to find the path to a file that's somewhere under the script's directory: def data_dir(test_data_dir): return os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), '{}'.format(test_data_dir)) However, I would recommend that you put your benchmark data in a separate directory. This will make
Tps V5 Build.zip. V5 build is the last version of the free TPS V5 program for windows. Download TPS V5 V5 build for free. Latest TPS V5 V5 build. TPS V5 Build.zip. V5 build is the last version of the free TPS V5 program for windows. TPS V5 V5 build is the second version of TPS V5. This program is very simple in use, it's free and easy to install on a PC with Windows 7 and Windows XP (32 and 64 bit). You can use it to find a file that was lost or you can find a file
on your computer that was deleted. fffad4f19a
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